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The human genome has additional regulation layers for the regulation of transcription. The DNA methylation is a key

epigenetic process that sharp in functional regions in the genome. The 5-methylcytosine patterns in promoter regions are

related to gene expression regulation.
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1. Introduction

DNA methylation is one of the best-characterized epigenetic modifications, and it has a critical role in active and inactive

chromatin equilibrium for gene expression control . Gene silencing by DNA methylation is necessary to balance and

regulate cell biological processes. DNA methylation is a chemical modification that occurs in the carbon 5 of cytosines

located at the 5′ of guanine, and this arrangement is called CpG dinucleotide . DNA methylation augments the

information contained in the DNA sequence, and confers read duality to the same sequence, changing the functional

status of a gene from active to inactive or vice versa . DNA methylation is deposited on a CpG context by DNA

methyltransferases (DNMTs). DNMTs are a family of mammalian enzymes that convert cytosine to 5-methylcytosine

(5mC). In humans, there are three catalytically active DNMTs: DNMT1, DNMT3A, and DNMT3B. DNMT1 is responsible

for maintaining existing methylation, while DNMT3A and DNMT3B establish dynamic methylation patterns. These

enzymes are finely regulated, and deregulation of their expression leads to abnormal methylation . The strict regulation

of genes via methylation ranges from specific allele methylation patterns to differentially expressed genes between stem

cells and adult cells. Behind the DNMTs activity and DNA methylation deposition, there are key mechanisms through cis-

and trans-regulatory factors that influence DNA methylation. Cis-regulatory elements (CREs) form a key class of

regulatory noncoding DNA sequences, which act to regulate transcription of a neighboring gene. Structurally, the genome

is segmented into biologically active cis elements, such as enhancers, insulators, locus control region, promoters, CpG

islands (CGIs), and binding sites for transcription factors , which can be methylated as a second regulatory level  [8].

Moreover, trans-regulatory proteins act through two domains, first by binding to a particular DNA domain (Zn fingers, Leu

zipper), and the second is responsible for activity on transcription (as rich in Gln, rich in Pro, acidic α-helix domain) . In

the human genome, DNA methylation is spread in around 28 million CpG dinucleotides distributed in more than half of the

genes and can be directed by cis and trans elements. CpG dinucleotides are commonly condensed in regions called CpG

islands that are short interspersed DNA sequences with an average size of 500 to 1000 bp and >60% CpG content

relative to the bulk genome . CGIs are frequently found in the regulatory region of about 72%  of protein-coding genes

and are known to impact their transcriptional regulation by modulating the accessibility and affinity of transcription factors

to their binding sites . The promoter regions and CGIs from methylated genes also contain smaller common

sequences that are short DNA motifs. These sequences can promote the affinity of DNMTs by an unknown mechanism.

These motifs are found in DNMTs’ enrichment peak and suggest that they can be binding motifs for proteins or other

molecules that regulate DNA methylation  [15]. The DNA methylation landscape is molded by other epigenetics

modifiers such as long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) and histone modifications. LncRNAs are RNAs with a length of more

than 200 nucleotides and do not encode proteins but can interact with DNMTs and localize them to specific genes .

Histone modifications contribute to the regulation of gene expression and are associated with DNMTs´ function in several

genes. Histones are central components of chromatin, and the residues of histone tail may undergo post-translational

modifications such as phosphorylation, acetylation, and methylation. The complex dynamic combination of these histone

marks regulates active or repressive chromatin states. In particular, mono-, di-, and trimethylation of lysines is associated

with positive or negative chromatin methylation landscapes . 
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2. Discovery of 5-Methylcytosine and Its Function in the Genome

In vitro, in early studies on the composition and biochemical properties of nucleic acids, 5mC was discovered, and it was

described as an unknown element in the DNA . Later, while differences between pathogenic and nonpathogenic

bacteria were being searched for, 5mC was confirmed as a product of the hydrolysis of Bacillus tuberculosis nucleic acids

and was identified as the fourth pyrimidine (cytosine, thymine, uracil, and 5-methylcytosine) . Consequently, 5mC

was identified in mammalian DNA and was described with acid–alkaline properties similar to cytosine, but without being

uracil . Almost parallel to the reports of 5mC, in 1939, Waddington proposed the existence of an epigenotype to explain

certain aspects of development that were influenced by the environment and not the result of changes in the genotype .

Functional studies of DNA methylation evolved from a protective mechanism against foreign DNA in bacteria to a

regulatory mechanism of gene expression in vertebrates . Studies in Escherichia coli demonstrated that when foreign

DNA was not digested by endonucleases, the DNA was methylated as an alternative host protection mechanism .

Based on prokaryotic observations regarding the presence of enzymes that methylate DNA and after visualization of

problems with the existent models, Rigss et al. intuited the existence of mammals’ DNMTs and consequently raised the X-

chromosome inactivation model via DNA methylation  [26]. From studies in both vertebrates and plants emerged the

first hint of 5mC in gene regulation in 1975  [28]. The direct correlation between gene repression and differentiation was

established in 1980. Globin genes were analyzed by means of restriction endonucleases, which are unable to cleave

methylated DNA (HpaII). In the germ line, all sites tested in the globin gene region were methylated; however, in somatic

tissue, DNA methylation was absent at specific sites in the globin gene . Additionally, the treatment with Cytidine analog

(5-azacytidine) in mouse embryo cells induced changes in the differentiation as a consequence of methylation inhibition of

newly synthesized DNA  . At this point, the aforementioned assays confirmed the existence of specific methylation

patterns, symmetric in both chains, heritable, and tissue-specific . Gruenbaum and Bestor and Ingram worked on the

pioneering studies of vertebrate DNMTs. These studies included substrate-dependent DNA methylation that showed

DNMTs preference for hemimethylated CpG sequences, and that later was established as their methylation mechanism

and function . DNMTs were sequenced and cloned from mouse cells to study their functional domains and decipher

their action mechanism . DNMTs and DNA methylation was established as an integral component of the gene

expression regulation in mammals (Figure 1). The global DNA methylation patterns in mammals are established by three

enzymatically active DNA-methyltransferases: DNMT1, DNMT3A, and DNMT3B.

Figure 1. Timeline of key findings that led to the discovery and role definition DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs) in

mammalian genomes and gene expression.
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